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The problem of projecting the energy confinement properties of future devices is a long-standing
one in toroidal confinement research. While substantial progress has been made in characterizing
the transport properties of tokamaks and stellarators, no definitive understanding of the mechanism(s) of cross-field transport has been achieved.
Thus, we are not in a position to perform “firstprinciples” calculations of the projected performance of BPX. On the other hand, a wide range of
data has been accumulated from tokamak experiments covering a large space of experimental parameters. These data have been used to constrain
(or “calibrate”) theory-based models and have also
been fit with statistical regression models of varying degrees of sophistication, in order to perform
projections to future devices. The BPX physics
group, in collaboration with the Transport Task
Force and the Doublet III-D (DIII-D) and Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) experimental
teams, has recently begun to explore another avenue of approach, in which dimensionally scaled
confinement (e.g., confinement time normalized by
gyrofrequency n,r~) is expressed in terms of key
dimensionless variables such as p, collisionality v,,
and gyroradius divided by plasma half-width p/a.
BPX-like values of /!? and V* can be achieved in
present devices, so the problem of projecting BPX
performance can be reduced to the simpler one of
determining the variation of RcTE with p/a. Theoretical models suggest that this variation should
be particularly simple, e.g., quadratic or cubic.
This chapter presents the full range of different
approaches to projecting the confinement performance of BPX. Section 1II.A presents a progress
report on the dimensional scaling approach. Section 1II.B presents the status of theory-based simulations, calibrated against present data. Section
1II.C describes the history and status of empirically
derived scaling relations and their projections for
BPX. At the present time, it is this approach on
which we rely most heavily to project the performance of BPX. Since the uncertainty in confinement projection is also a key issue, this section addresses the uncertainties in the key parameters affeet ing the overall fusion performance of BPX . Section 1II.D applies the results of Sec. 1II.C in order
to determine the range of performance expected
in BPX, on the basis of fixed-profile, steady-state,
and time-dependent global transport modeling.
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There is a substantial range of uncertainty associated with projecting from present experiments
to high-Q devices such as BPX. Further results
from present devices can be expected to narrow
this range of uncertainty somewhat in the next few
years. The development of better understanding
and operational techniques may also improve the
projected performance. An important element of
the mission of BPX itself, however, is to investigate
confinement in the high-performance alpha-heated
regime, in order to develop techniques to optimize
such plasmas for an Engineering Test Reactor, and
in order to contribute to definitive scaling information for the design of a Demonstration Power
Reactor.
III.A.

THEORY-BASED PROJECTlONS OF BPX
CONFINEMENT PREFORMANCE

R. E. Waltz (GA)
The mission of BPX is to study the physics of
burning plasmas with the alpha power deposition
supplying at least half the plasma heating. This
sets Q = 5 as a minimum performance level, with
a reasonable expectation of ignited or nearly ignited (high-Q) plasmas. Unlike most previous fusion devices, there is a required confinement performance without which the experimental objectives cannot be attained. The present BPX design is based on accepted empirical methods and
models for describing and projecting tokamak confinement. Nevertheless, the BPX Physics Program
is supporting ongoing work to establish physical
or theoretical principles for projecting the confinement performance. In the near term, these principles will be based largely on dimensional analysis.
Here we describe this ongoing work, comparing and
contrasting our present theoretical understanding
with the empirical models. At present, these physical principles can only supplement or bound the
empirical projections. However, as we will show,
where theoretical and empirical models differ, the
existing theoretical models tend to project more
optimistic performance.
III.A.l.

Dimensional Analysis:

Theory and Statistics

Tokamaks operate in a variety of confinement
regimes: low-density neoAlcator and high-density
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saturated ohmic heating, L-mode high-power heating as well as H mode. This suggests that there
may be several transport mechanisms at work.
Even if these mechanisms were reasonably well understood, modeling them in sufficient detail to describe even the global confinement time would be
very complex. However, we argue that our lack of
complete understanding need not prevent us from
accurately scaling present tokamaks to ignition devices of greater size (a) and magnetic field strength
(B), provided we apply our most basic knowledge
of the dimensional constraints on transport mechanisms.
The dimensionless parameters determining the
scaling of diffusivity x comprise a long but finite
list. Those based on geometry are q, R/a, and
b/a. Note that these fix ,&tit o( a/Rq. Those
based on profiles are &,/a, LT/a, &heor/a, and
so forth. Finally, in addition to the atomic mass
of the working gas A, Z,D, and T,/Ti, those based
on pure plasma parameters are /I o( nT/B2, collisionality 24 0: n a/T2, and the relative gyroradius p* cx T112/Ba, where p* E pJ/a [pS = c,/C&
‘j2, R = eB/McJ. Note that the relcs = ww
ative Debye length is specifically excluded. There
are many other dimensionless parameters, but they
can be written in terms of this set. The confinement time r is scaled by a2/x only if the relative
heating profile parameter L,,a/a remains fixed. It
is important to stress that atomic physics associated with the divertor and edge processes are assumed here to have a negligible effect on the overall
confinement scaling. This is perhaps a questionable assumption, given the apparent importance of
the edge in the transition to the H mode. Furthermore, new fast alpha-particle effects on confinement cannot be projected from these parameters.
That is indeed why a Burning Plasma Experiment
is needed.
Discharges with all these relevant dimensionless
parameters held fixed could be called “dimensionally identical.” It has been shown that dimensionally identical plasmas should have their global
energy confinement time scaled to the gyrofrequency : T cx Cl-’ o( B-’ (Refs. 1 and 2). From
this, the ignition parameter nTr cc/3B2B-’ o( B.
Along this dimensionally identical path, n o( B8j5,
T cx B2i5, and a o( B -4/5. While it has been argued that all high-Q tokamaks will have almost the
same dimensionless parameters as existing plasmas, it is not practical to scale existing discharges
of largest nTr to ignition with fully identical dimensionless parameters. However, it is possible to
reach ignition parameters by scaling existing tokamak discharges with all dimensionless parameters
fixed except the relative gyroradius p*. We can call
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these “dimensionally similar” discharges.
Theoretically, the scaling of dimensionally similar discharges with respect to relative gyroradius
should be very simple. All existing theories fall
at or near two extremes: those characterized by
turbulence with short wavelengths scaled to intrinsic plasma parameter8 like the gyroradius (ps) or
the collisionless skin depth (c/w,), which we call
gyroBohm-like, and those with long wavelengths
scaled to the plasma size (a), which we call Bohmlike. In the gyroBohm case, the diffusivity scales
as X~B 0: (c,/a)p~F’s, whereas for the Bohm case
XB o( c, pSFB. The F form factors represent the
functional dependence on all the dimensionless parameters other than p*, which are held fixed for
dimensionally similar discharges. A survey of theoretical models in current use shows that nearly
all are gyroBohm-like, and thus, their form factors may be simply added. For example, neoclassical diffusion, E x B drift wave diffusion, and
stochastic magnetic field line transport from microtearing modes, or electromagnetic transport on
the scale of the collisionless skin depth C/C+, may
all be rewritten in this form. An exception is a
recent version of resistive magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) magnetic transport.3 In this case, numerical simulation of the turbulence suggests that
the average poloidal wave number scales to q/a,
giving an almost Bohm-like diffusion form x K
For dimensionally similar
cs ps (Ps/@‘~
Fwnhddischarge8 that must have density n cc B4i3 a-‘/‘,
temperature 2’ 0: B2i3 u1j3, and p* o( (B4 u5)-1/6
(for /3 and V, held constant), the diffusivity should
scale as xS~ oc B-l u-1/2 or XB cc B-‘j3 u1j3, at
the extremes of gyroBohm or Bohm diffusion.
If experiments could verify that either the gyro
Bohm or Bohm extreme prevails, then we could
have a powerful “wind tunnel”-like method for
scaling fusion devices to high Q. If net heating pro
files are self-similar, then the global confinement
time should scale as T 0: a2/x. For dimensionally similar discharges, we should expect r9~ oc
ii?-’ pT3 a B-a5i2 or 78 o( a-’ pr2 o( B1i3 a5i3,
which implies a substantial difference in the ignition parameter nl’r,B oc B3 u5i2 o< 13/a1i2 or
72T rg o( B7i3 a5i3 0: 1713/a2i3. While the preponderance of theoretical models have a gyroBohmlike scaling, the standard empirical L-mode scaling
is somewhat worse than Bohm-like. For example,
along a dimensionally similar path, the Goldston
empirical scaling,4 which appears to give a good
statistical characterization of the global confinement time based on diamagnetic stored energ reduces to remp o< B” a1.8 with n T Tempoc B2 a3rI8 O(
12/aoe2. Thus, in general, the theoretically based
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models tend to give more optimistic projections to
high Q.
The global confinement time r can be statistically analyzed directly in terms of dimensionless
parameter exponential forms
7 CKR-’ p:‘[v;”

p” qa4 (R/u)~~ (b/a)“‘j 22 A-1

to determine the p* exponent. When the diamagnetic stored energy is used to define T, statistical analysis of the L-mode beam-heated data base
shows that the exponent ~1 is worse than Bohmlike (-2.0 < cyr < -1.5), typical of Goldston’s result. There have been recent attempts to “correct”
the diamagnetic data base for fast ion stored energy516 and for neutral beam penetration effects.6
While these corrections redirect the scaling from
Bohm-like toward gyroBohm-like ((~1 = 3), they
are very approximate and do nothing to address
the uncertainties introduced by statistical covariations of the dimensionless parameters within the
data base: roughly p* cx p and V, oc p-l. Furthermore, the p* exponent cq is very sensitive to small
changes in the machine variables fit:
T cc Bas Pop nan uQa[qaq (b/~)~” (R/u)“~ AaA].
We can show algebraically that for a dimensionally
consistent fit,
a1 = -[gap

+3as

+4a,,

+3]/[2ap

+2].

Note that ~1 determines the size scaling, and it can
be determined without reference to the machine
size exponent (;yo. That illustrates the power of
the dimensional contraint: Experiments in a single
machine can in principle determine the tokamak
size scaling. However, to illustrate the sensitivity, consider a few exam les: For Goldston scalIi R1.7+
0.37(%)0.5A0.5],
ing [r oc I 1.0B0.0p-0.5,0.
= -0.50, and CY, = 0.0,
CyB = 1.0, up
we have (~1 = -1.5 (worse than Bohmlike).
For ITER89-P L-mode scaling (7 o(
~0.85~.2p-0.5n0.‘R1.2u0.3(~/u)0.5A0.5],
aB = 1.05,
cyp = -0.50, and cr,., = 0.1, we have
a!1 =
-2.05 (Bohm-like).
For KayeGoldston [r o( I 1.24B-0.09p-0.58n0.26Rl.~u-o.49
(b/c~)~.~A~*~],as = 1.15, ap = -0.58, and CV~=
0.26, we have cri = -2.7 (almost gyroBohm-like).
Note the high leverage of the density and power
exponents. The correction for fast ion storage and
beam penetration (not included in these fits) have
the effect of increasing a;, and deceasing op.
Ohmic discharges in the “linear” neo-Alcator
regime have a gyroBohm-like scaling. Along a dimensionally similar path, 7 cx n a R2 q”“’ oc B4i3.
This is evidently closer to B than B1i3. At fixed q,
1078
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Fig. 3.1. DIII-D diffusivity comparing B = 1 T
and B = 2 T dimensionally similar discharges. The
relation x oc B-’ appears to be consistent with
gyroBohm scaling.
the ohmic heating profile does not change with density. The mechanisms controlling L- and H-mode
scaling are almost certainly different from those in
the neo-Alcator regime (one could for example be
gyroBohm-like and the other Bohm-like). Thus,
while not a proof, it is a hint that the Bohm-like
character of empirical L-mode scaling could be due
to the parametric variability of neutral beam heating, which predominates in the currently available
data base.
lll.A.2.

Dimensional Analysis: Controlled Experiments

To resolve the crucial p* scaling, controlled experiments in DIII-D (Refs. 8 and 9) and TFTR
(Ref. 9) comparing dimensionally similar discharges have been performed. These consisted of
L-mode B scans at fixed q with n oc B4i3 and
power adjusted to keep V, and p constant. This
breaks the statistical covariance in the standard
data base and allows a direct analysis of x. Both
experiments followed the Goldston empirical scaling with confinement time r nearly constant in B.
Both experiments had substantial variation of the
beam deposition profile in scarming from low to
high density. Unfortunately, these initial experiments appear to give contradictory results. As
shown in Fig. 3.1, the DIII-D experiment clearly
showed gyroBohm-like scaling for the diffusivity
with x o( B-‘.
The failure of r to scale linearly with B could be entirely accounted for by
the poor beam penetration at the higher field and
density. In contrast, the TFTR results shown in
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Fig. 3.2. TFTR diffusivities from dimensionally similar p* scans at low and high density. The low-density
scan appears to be most consistent with Bohm-like scaling (x o( B-‘i3), although the high-density scan,
which is more like the DIII-D experiment, appears to be gyroBohm-like.
Fig. 3.2 appeared to have a Bohm-like scaling with
x~B -ri3, although lack of temperature equilibration allowing T!/Ti to vary made the similarity conditions difficult to satisfy and the experiment more difficult to analyze. Further attempts
to make equilibrated discharges proved unsuccessful. More experiments on DIII-D are planned to
repeat the p* scan while maintaining heating profiles similarity by off-axis heating. The DIII-D
and Joint European Torus (JET) teams plan to
compare the profiles of dimensionally similar discharges to test the size scaling: x9~ o( B-l a-1/2
or XJJ cc B-‘i3 u1i3,
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In other experiments, density scans for nearly dimensionally identical ohmic discharges in Princeton Large Torus (PLT) and Alcator-C have been
shown to overlay in B r (Ref. 10). Discrepancies in
overlays with TFTR ohmic scans appear to be due
to rather extreme differences in the density profiles (&/a).
Variations within TFI’R show B T
invariant as expected. High-field, small inboardlimited discharges were compared with lower field
outboard-limited discharges. Such experiments
test the principles of dimensional analysis based
solely on plasma physics. Also, initial ohmic
p* scans in TFTR appear to be consistent with
1079
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gyroBohm-like r 0: B in the linear regime.
lll.A.3.

Dimensional Analysis: Projections to High Q

Projecting dimensionally similar discharges to
ignition is quite straightforward.
Although it is
as yet unclear whether the underlying physics is
gyroBohm-like or Bohm-like, it is reasonable to assume performance is bounded by these extremes
in the absence of deleterious alpha-particle effects.
A given experimental discharge with minor radius
a and magnetic field B projects to a corresponding BPX discharge at a = 0.79 m and B = 9
T with the same /3, colhsionallity v+, q, elongation b/a, and aspect ratio R/a. Since the BPX
aspect ratio is fixed and may not be exactly the
same as that in the experiment, we need a further empirical assumption on aspect ratio scaling. Recent TFTR aspect ratio experiments” have
shown that the ignition parameter is a function of
IR/u rx Bu at fixed q and b/u, independent of
large changes in the aspect ratio with B and a
each held fixed. Thus, even changing the aspect
ratio, the ignition parameter n(0) T(0) r must be
scaled by B7i3 u5i3 for Bohm-like confinement or
B3 u5j2 for gyroBohm-like confinement as density
and temperature are resealed by n(0) o( B4i3 um113
and T(0) cx B2i3 u1i3. From this it follows that the
confinement times and sustaining power rescale as
T o( B’/3 $13 or B u5i2 and P oc B u1i2 (R/u) or
B5i3 u4/3 (R/u). [I rescales by B a (u/R).] The actual auxiliary power needed for the fusion plasma
is given by POW = P/[(Q/5) + 11. The Q is obtained by computing the fusion alpha power gain
minus bremsstrahlung power loss at the resealed
density and temperature.
Table 3.1 illustrates this simple projection process for two high-n 2’~ H-mode deuterium shots
from DIII-D and JET (Ref. 12). Care was taken
to make dW/dt subtractions on the power data.
z eff = 1.5 and a D-T depletion factor of 0.84 are
assumed here, and no advantage of atomic mass
over deuterium was taken. Figure 3.3 illustrates
the projection of the ITERSO H-mode data base
for DIII-D and JET on to the universal n(0) T(0) 7
versus T(0) Q-contours. The contours depend only
on the profile shapes, which we have assumed to
have parabolic exponents cu, = 0.5 and cry = 1.0.
The total stored energy and < n > were used to
deduce n(0) and T(0). The special shots of Table
3.1 (not in the ITERSO H-mode base) are marked
by bold points. (Here an average of the electron
and ion temperatures was used so that the projections have somewhat lower Q values than in the
table, which take advantage of the higher ion temperature and actual peak values.) Roughly speak1080
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Fig. 3.3. BPX ignition parameter projections from
(a) DIII-D and (b) JET dimensionally similar Hmode discharges in the ITERSO data base.
ing, the best shots project to Q = 5 or somewhat better by Bohm-like scaling and to very high
Q or ignition for gyroBohm-like projections. The
worst shots are simply at low power or low current. There are some important differences between DIII-D and JET data besides the fact that
the DIII-D requires lOO-fold projection of the ignition parameter and JET requires a lo-fold projection. The extrapolation from DIII-D to BPX
requires a three-fold decrease in p+ while the extrapolation from JET to BPX requires a two-fold
decrease. Thus, the Bohm-like and gyroBohm-like
projections differ less for the latter. The DIII-D
data are at higher p (up to p/&,+ <0.5 for DIII-D
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Table 3.1. B-a Projection at Fixed v,, p, q, IC, and B/a
Quantity
Shot #

DIII-D
Observed
BPX

Observed

65747

20222

JET
BPX

B m
R (4
a b-4
K

2.1

9

2.8

9

1.7

2.6

3.1

2.6

0.62

0.79

0.79

2.1

2.1

1.0
1.9

I (MA)

2.0

9.2

4.2

1.9
10.0

n&O) (1020 mw3)

1.1

7.0

0.56

2.9

TE 6)
Ti(O) &V)
Te (0) (kev)

0.21

0.51 [1.641a

1.25

1.24 [2.231a

4.5

8.3

16.7

3.5

12.9
10.0

7.6

15.3

‘@>??r@)‘-E

1.0

45 [144]C

5.8

60 [1071a

P

0.041

0.041

0.024

0.024

v* min

0.083

0.083

0.027

0.027

Total power* (MW)

12

190 [581a
0.31

7.2

36 [21]”

(1020 keV - rns3 - s)

&PX

l&vice

Q

and co.3 for JET) and about lO-fold lower collisionality. Moderate Q (near 5) Bohm-like projections from DIII-D require substantially more auxiliary power than similar projections from JET.
This may be an indication that the actual Cordey
pass (minimal auxiliary power separatrix point) is
nearer the low-collisionality JET projections.
In general, the data shown in Fig. 3.2 do not
project to the optimal BPX operating point and
so should be viewed as lower limits to the expected
values of fusion Q. Typically, they have qg5 > 3.2
and Kg5 < 2.0, resulting in substantially reduced
Ip. Since ?‘&TTEempirically scales approximately
like I;, this implies a starting point that is far
from optimal. Even the cases in Table 3.1 scale to
plasma currents of 9.2 and 10.0 MA, well below the
TECHNOLOGY

20 to 30 [oola

7 [Aa

a The first entry assumes Bohm-like scaling to BPX nTr
assume gyroBohm-like scaling to BPX nTr cc B3a5i2.
* Combined alpha and auxiliary power: Paw = Pt,t/[(Q/S)
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The entries in square brackets

+ l].

BPX operating point of 11.8 MA. It should be emphasized that here we are illustrating the method
with the unoptimized data at hand. We expect to
receive more recent and better JET data soon. The
BPX Physics R & D plan calls for the development
and documentation of a data base of optimal shots
for projection to the BPX parameters.
lll.A.4.

Theoretical and Empirical Model Projection:
Comparisons and Sensitivity

The dimensionally similar projections with
gyroBohm-like or Bohm-like scaling from the experimental points serve as lower bounds or bench
points on the performance. To range freely over
the n-T or /3-v, parameter space, it is more convenient to directly use explicit theoretical and em1081
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heating. For the theoretical model, the first component corresponds to the dissipative trapped electron (DTE) drift wave scaling and the second to
the collionsionless drift wave scaling of the ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode. Each of these thee
retical confinement time scaling components is empirically modified by a q2 factor to ensure the observed current scaling (as opposed to magnetic field
scaling) in the L-mode regime and by a fast ion
storage beam penetration factor P to obtain the Lmode density scaling. Although these q-modified
drift wave models can fit the data almost as well
as the statistical empirical models, the theoretical models are not unique. In particular, the neoAlcator component could be equally well described
by an Ohkawa-type c/wW model with much less
unfavorable temperature dependence (7 cx n/T1j2
rather than r o( n/T7i2, in contrast to the empirical model that assumes no temperature dependence r o( n).
Here we concentrate on the high-density, highpower L- (H-) mode scaling component. For the
pure gyroBohm collisionless electrostatic drift wave
model,
Tdw 0~ i-2-l

P: v: fl” Fduh?,

R/a,

b/a)

P

and
n T rdw cc a3 B2. n/T’i2, FJw(q, R/a, b/a) p,
where P = (no/n)o.6, with no a machine-specific
standard density, approximately describing the
neutral beam heating effects. In projections with
fixed penetration [e.g., with ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH)], P = 1. For the Goldston
empirical model,

0
0

10

VOLUME

AVERAGE TEiWERATURE

(KeV)

Fig. 3.4. Projected BPX power and Q-contour
plots comparing a theoretical q-modified drift wave
model (a) with the Goldston empirical model (b)
using an H-mode enhancement factor of 2.5 (see
Ref. 13).
pirical models for confinement time. Not only do
these have different scaling with respect to p*, but
also with @and v,. Ignition.projections with both
the theoretical models and the standard empirical
models are treated in detail in Ref. 13. Here we
only briefly compare and contrast them. Both have
two components that are designed to describe the
low-density ohmic neoAlcator scaling regime and
the highdensity saturated ,regime, which evolves
to L-mode (or H-mode) scaling with neutral beam
1082

rc 0: R-’ p;le5 u;“.25 fl-o.75 ao.55Fc(q, R/a, b/a)
and
nT rc 0: a1.8 B2.Fg(q, R/a, b/a),
where the explicit a”.55 factor measures the deviation from dimensional consistency (i.e., TC Q cannot be expressed solely in terms of the relevant dimensionless plasma parameters.) By comparison,
the apparently nearly identical Bohm-like ITER89P scaling,
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“singular ” behavior of the Goldston empirical
Fig. 3.5. Projected BPX power contour plots showing the
model with the critical H-mode enhancement factor in the range 2.1 to 2.2.
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is very nearly dimensionally
consistent.
Neither
empirical model explicitly separates the parametric
variability
of beam penetration,
resulting in little
or no favorable density scaling of the ignition parameter. The posited penetration
factor is replaced
by unfavorable scaling with ,0 and v*. From these
formulas, it is clear that the theoretical
model will
tend to have optimal ignition points (and Cordey
pass) at higher density and somewhat lower temperatures.
This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.4, which compares
a BPX n-T space power and Q-contours
for the
q-modified
theoretical
modelI
and the Goldston
model (rm2 = ~~~~~~~ + rie2&,, where raouzheot =
r~), both with an H/L enhancement
factor of 2.5.
Note that the drift wave model has the curious feature that the Cordey pass occurs at Q = 9. The
Q-contours of the empirical
model are almost independent
of density at high density since nT 7
is independent
of density. Solid lines indicate the
crossover between the DTEITG
components and
neoAlcator
auxiliary
heating components
of the
models.
In this example, the ignition
contour is
below the critical p = 3.51/aB and mostly in the
regime governed by the ITG or L-mode (auxheat)
component.
The theoretical models12 further posit
that the density limit is governed by a radiative
collapse that scales as na,,, 0: B/Rq(P/PoH)1/2
at fixed 2,~ (= 1.5). In contrast to the generally
accepted limit nli,,, oc I/a2 oc B/Rq, higher power
allows higher operating
density, as shown by the
triangles (in contrast to dashed line). Some power
enhancement of the density limit has been observed
in TFTR and JET L-modes (but published results
are not available for H modes).
The optimal ignition parameter (e.g., maximum
nTr at the critical p) and, perhaps more importantly,
the minimum
required auxiliary power
(power at the Cordey pass or power contour separatrix) P,,,i,, are very sensitive to the machine scales
and the H/L enhancement
factor C,, as well as
the fit factor f = ~~~/rfit
(for 90% of the data,
2-‘i2 < f < 21i2). For the collisionless drift wave
theoretical
model,

(nT T),,,= O( (f C7)2.1 a2s5~3.3
and

For the Goldston empirical model (or any model
with r 0: f C,. no P-o*5*..),

nTT rx (fC7)2u1*s B2
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lll.A.5. Conclusion

In conclusion, there are many unresolved differences between the theoretically
motivated
projection models and the purely empirical
projection
models. As we have noted, the theoretical
models
tend to have a more optimistic
density dependence
and a somewhat more pessimistic temperature
dependence.
Thus, the optimal
(minimum
power)
path to ignition
is at higher collisionality
in the
case of the theoretical
models. The most important difference, however, is apparent in the dimensional analysis. The present theoretical models are
gyroBohm-like,
with a more favorable scaling to
small relative gyroradius than the Bohm-like
empirical models. This results in a significantly
more
optimistic
field and size scaling of the ignition parameter for the theoretical
models. Until further
research can resolve this difference, it seems prudent to design BPX on the basis of the more conservative empirical models.
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111.8. 1.l/2-DIMENSIONALTRANSPORTSIMULATION
USINGTHE MULTI-MODEMODEL

Glenn Bateman (PPPL)
C. E. Singer and J. Kinsey (University
Illinois)

of

The BPX design has been simulated with the
l&dimensional BALDUR transport code’a3 using
a combination of theoretically derived transport
models, called the Multi-Mode Model.Version
5.10 of the Multi-Mode Model consists of a combination of effective thermal diffusivities resulting
from the Dominpez-Waltz expression for trapped
electron modes, the Hamaguchi-Horton expression for ion temperature gradient (Q) modes,”
and the 1989 Carreras-Diamond expression for resistive ballooning modes.“l’2 By changing only
the boundary conditions, the same core transport model can be used to simulate both L-mode
and H-mode plasmas. This and other versions
of the Multi-Mode Model have been calibrated
against TFTR, DIII-D, JET, PDX and ASDEX
discharges. 3+s The model is described in detail in
Sec. III.B.2.
111.8.1. BPX Simulation

This section describes the reference 1-l/2-dimensional BALDUR transport simulation CHOlF4 of
the BPX flattop using the Multi-Mode Model,
with H-mode boundary conditions. The objective is to provide a self-consistent scenario for the
evolution of plasma profiles and heating profiles
using a theory-based transport model calibrated
against experimental data. Note that power handling constraints are not considered in this simulation. Hence, the reference BPX scenario is not
precisely duplicated.
In this simulation, 20 MW of centrally peaked
auxiliary heating is applied to the ions for the duration of the 10-s flattop. (No attempt is made to
provide consistency with divertor power handling
capability.) The volume-averaged electron density
is held fixed at 4.14 x 102’ rns3 using deuterium
and tritium gas puffing (see Chap. VIII for pellet
injection scenarios). This high density was the
sen to maximize fusion output while remaining below the Greenwald density limit.13 The electron
and ion temperatures are initially set at 2 keV and

are then allowed to rise in responseto the heating

power and transport. At the end of the 10-s flattop, well after the last sawtooth crash, the results
are characterized by Table 3.2.
The time evolution of the ion temperature and
electron density profiles are shown in Figs. 3.6 and
3.7. The density is high enough to keep the elecMAY

1992
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Table 3.2. Simulation Results

ne0

TE

=
=
=

4.56 x 1020
4.14 x 1020
5.21 x 1020

mm3
rns3
m-’

=
=

20.4
19.4

keV
keV

=
=
=

0.765
1.817~~
l-i%TER

Loldston scaling with Mo.5
ITER89-P scaling

=

P al&z
82
P md

=
=
=

96.7
20
2.2
23.5

MW
MW
MW
MW

Q

=

21.75

( = 5&l(P,uz

=
=
=

1.43
3.18 %
10

nearly uniform

=
=
=
=

0.53
0.36
0.6
1.3

at last sawtooth crash
(t = 9.35 s)
sawteeth do not mix current
s (prescribed, consistent with
the Park-Monticello theory)

pa

8

flattop
rlTliix

rinvla
90

la

sawtooth
period

of alpha heating
ICRF all to ions
ohmic heating
radiation

S

tron and ion temperatures nearly equal. The central temperature recovers rapidly after each sawtooth crash (flat ledges appearing every 1.3 s) and
then saturates well before the next crash. The
temperature profile outside of the sawtooth mixing region is relatively unaffected by the sawtooth
activity. The resolution of the plot is not good
enough to follow the heat pulse propagation after
each crash. The density profile is essentially constant in time because it is so flat, which is consistent with the experience with many H-mode plasmas in DIII-D and JET.
The electron and ion thermal diffusivity profiles
at the end of the simulation are shown in Figs. 3.8
and 3.9. The trapped electron mode and ion
temperature gradient mode (vi) contribute about
equally to the core transport. Since Y,* 5 0.05
over most of the inner threequarters of the plasma,
the collisionless trapped electron mode dominates
there. Resistive ballooning modes make a noticeable contribution only to the electron heat transport. All the modes are suppressed at the edge of
the plasma due to the high shear there. The lumpiness of the thermal diffusivity profile is due to a
1086

+ Pi-l) >

numerical instability associated with the threshold
nature of the ion temperature gradient (q) mode
that is controlled but not completely suppressed.
The time evolution of the heating power is shown
in Fig. 3.10, together with the contributions from
alpha heating (Pa), ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) heating (Paw), and ohmic heating (POT,,&.
At the end of the run (t = 17.5 s),
there is 96.7 MW of alpha heating, 20 MW of auxiliary heating, and 2.2 MW of ohmic heating in the
core of the plasma. The power losses are divided
between 41.5 MW electron transport (conduction
and convection are lumped together), 53.9 MW ion
transport, and 23.5 MW radiative losses.
The time evolution of the 4He (thermal ash) is
treated in this simulation with the same empirical particle transport model as the other species
(as described in Sec. III.B.2) with no recycling
at the boundary. The resulting helium ash confinement time is a relatively short 1.4 s, and the
profile saturates at a central value of 6.4 x 10”
m -3. Hence, the accumulation of helium ash has
little effect on the fusion burn in this simulation.
Work is under way to find theory-based particle
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Fig. 3.6. Time evolution of the ion temperature profile during the BPX,flattop in simulation
chOlf4.

Fig. 3.8. Contributions to the effective electron
thermal diffusivity profile at 17.2 s into the BPX
simulation chOlf4.
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Fig. 3.10. Contributions to the heating power as
a function of time during the BPX flattop in simulation ch0lf 4.
transport models that adequately approximate the
experimentally observed density profiles.
The sawtooth oscillations are very broad in this
simulation (r&a
= 0.53). This is consistent with
the observation in DIII-D H modes that the sawtooth mixing radius follows the scaling r,k/a 21
l/qss + 0.27 x 0.58 here. The sawtooth period is
fixed at 1.3 s, in this simulation, consistent with the
Park-Monticello model14 at 2” = 10 keV. With
ICRF and other superthermal particle effects, it
may be possible to extend the length of sawtooth
oscillations if ne&ed.
111.8.2. Transport Model

The Multi-Mode Model of transport3-8 used in
this simulation is a combination of theoretically
derived transport models designed to approximate
the thermal transport from the center to the edge
of the plasma. This version of the Multi-Mode
Model makes use of transport due to trapped electron mode and ion temperature gradient driven
modes, which dominate in the core of the plasma,
together with transport due to resistive ballooning modes, which dominate near the edge of the
plasma.
Version 5.10 of the Multi-Mode Model is used in
this paper. The trapped electron mode contribution is based on the model used by Dominguez and
Waltz9 with modifications suggested by Rewoldt
and Tang et al. 15snrThe Hamaguchi and Horton1o
1088
f .

theory is used for the ion temperature gradient
driven turbulence (Q) contribution. The Carreras
and Diamond model is used for the resistive ballooning mode. l&l2 This is the best and most completely developed set of theoretically derived transport models available at the present time. The co
efficients and thresholds in these models have been
adjusted to match the temperature profiles from
experimental data.
Note that the resistive ballooning mode contribution to the Multi-Mode Model provides nearly
Bohm-like diffusion while the other contributions
are all gyroBohm-like.
The success of the Multi-Mode Model depends
sensitively on the density profile. There has been
some successwith using the Multi-Mode Model to
simulate particle as well as thermal transport in
strongly beam-fueled plasmas. However, a unified
theoretical model that reproduces observed L and
H density profiles at both high and low collisionality is still under development. Fortunately, the
electron density can be reasonably accurately determined by specifying any average density below
an empirical density limit. Within this restriction,
however, density profiles can still have some effect
on the transport coefficients, which depend on various functions of the density gradient scale length.
Consequently, the simulation is carried out using
an empirical particle transport model that pro
duces a density profile similar to the ones observed
in JET and DIII-D H modes. The Multi-Mode
Model was then used for the electron and ion thermal transport.
III. B. 2. a.

Trapped Electron

Modes

The effective thermal diffusivities for the collisionless and dissipative trapped electron modes
are similar to the forms used by Dominguez and
Waltzg:
x,9t”

=

8.33FGRFP FK (s) 1’2
)(!+
I.;%
-

(34

nr[ e 1min

Here, FeyR are input coefficients given below. The
factor Fp is a finite beta correction that rises from
1.0 to 1.35 and then falls to 0.0 as beta is increased,
with a form suggested by the simulations in Ref. 15:

1 + B’lPL
Fp = 1 + (p’/p;)s’
where p’ = ap/i-%-, and & = S/(1.7q2R). The
scaling with elongation, FK is described in Sec.
III.B.2.d. The rest of the notation is described in
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Tables 3.3 and 3.4. (SI units are used, with temperatures in keV.)
For the transition between dissipative and collisionless trapped electron modes, we have used
the form 1 * 0.l . suggested by Ref. 16 rather

[ 1
than the for-m”/l. y&]

III.B.2.c.

Ballooning

The Carreras-Diamond

CONFINEMENT

Mode

theory is used for the ef-

fect of resistive ballooning modes11,12:
2 DRq2

DRB

=

fdiaA

XRB

=

FRBF
tcDRB >
I

min used by Dominguez and

Waltz9
These effective thermal diffusities scale like

Resistive

et al.

m<

r2

d(nT) Rq2Z,nA2
Iv

7

T,3i2B2i

’

213

X,RB

In this simulation, the input coefficients were
chosen to be FeDR = 0.2 and FiDR = 0.2, consistent with calibrations against TFTR L mode and
JET H mode.8 Similar values were used in Refs.
5, 6, and 7 for simulations of L-mode and H-mode
plasmas on DIII-D, JET, PDX, and ASDEX. This
experience suggests that, as further calibrations
are made, these values are likely to stay in the
range 0.1 < Fey” < 0.3. Since the trapped electron mode thermal diffusivities are such strongly
nonlinear functions of temperature, the results are
relatively insensitive to the choice of these coefficients.
III. B.2.b.

Ion Temperature

Gradient

(Q) Mode

The Hamaguchi-Horton theorylo is used for the
effective electron and ion thermal diffusivities:
Xe,iIG

=

F[FFKe
x q$-

max(q - pith, 0)
mi@&,

(3.3)

4LTi)/Ll,

where F$ are input constants. The threshold pith
is based on the results of Dominguez and Rosenbluth17:
qih = max(l.O, 5.O]L,/RJ).

(3.4)

Since Q is typically small near the center and
rises to large values near the edge of the plasma,
these effective thermal diffusivities typically rise to
their maximum value about two-thirds of the way
from the center of the plasma, and then, because of
the positive temperature dependence in these scalings, the effective thermal diffusivities fall to small
values near the edge. Hence, the q mode typi-

cally fills in between the trapped electron modes

in the core of the plasma and the resistive ballooning modes at the edge.
In this simulation, the input coefficients for this
model were chosen to be FLG = 3.0 and FilG = 6.0,
consistent with calibrations against TFTR L mode
and JET H mode.
FUSION
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na’3[d(nT)/dr]4/3r2/3R$/3
T’/2B’o/3i
e

9

where

A - &ln

[,,6i2L,,

(&)‘I

is typically ~7. There is a strong effect from diamagnetic stabilization of these modes,

fdia= [,, (“*;;;zF)2]-1’6,
which typically decreases two to three orders of
magnitude from the edge to the center, reflecting
the nonfluid nature of the modes in a hot plasma.
Since many modes are allowed in the high-shear
region near the edge of the plasma, we have chosen
the root-mean-square toroidal mode number (n) to
be 2.
The first contribution to the resistive ballooning
mode effective electron thermal ditisivity comes
from parallel transport along magnetic field lines
with magnetic flutter. This contribution typically
peaks a few centimeters in from the edge of the
plasma and then becomes small at the very edge of
TFTR plasmas, because (d(nT)/dr14i3
diminishes
faster than T,““. The second contribution comes
from E x B interchange, which produces comparable electron and ion, thermal and particle, transport. It is important to retain this contribution
because it increases monotonically out to the edge
of the plasma.
In this BPX simulation, the coefficients were cho
sen to be Fe?’ = 1.0, Fe$B = 4.0, and FiRB = 4.0,
consistent with calibrations against TFTR L mode

and supershots.
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Table 3.3. Notation: Fundamental Variables
Symbol

units

Meaning

m
m
tesla
kg

minor radius (half-width) of flux surface
major radius of flux surface
toroidal magnetic field at major radius R along flux surface
average hydrogenic ion mass
z eff
electron density
thermal ion density
electron temperature
ion temperature
magnetic q value

rnw3
rns3
keV
keV

III.B.2.d.
Eflect of Plasma Elongation
The theories available at this time do not include
the effects of plasma elongation. Hence, for the
moment, we are using an empirical scaling with
elongation. It is surprising to note that energy
confinement scalings of the form
TE o( ~oco.51p

injection fueling or with ohmic dischages. So far,
no simulations have been carried out using theoretically based particle transport models with radiofrequency (RF) heating and intermittent pellet injection fueling.
With this in mind, a simple empirical particle
transport model was chosen for the simulations
presented here. In particular, the diffusivity and
pinch velocity

imply a thermal diffusivity scaling with local elongation n(r) like
x o( [(l+ Ic(r)2)/2]-2.
Calibrations carried out by Singer et al. find that
either x o( K(r)-* or x o( K(r)-2 are consistent
with experimental data from DIII, with a slight
leaning toward x o( K(r)-4.
For the simulations described here, all contributions to the thermal diffusivity were scaled with
local elongation using
F, = [(l + n(r)2)/2]-2.
Since the results are quite sensitive to this scaling
with elongation, better theoretical quidance and
more calibrations against experiments are needed.
III. B. 2. e. Particle lhznsport
Most of the calibration effort to date has gone
into adjusting the model for thermal diffusivity.
What calibration there has been of the Multi-Mode
Model particle transport has compared with experiments in which there is significant neutral beam
1090

D = 0.5[1 - 0.5(r/a)2] m2/s
and
21= 0.3r/a2 m/s
produce essentially the density profile
n(r) = (n0 -

nedge)[l

- (r/a)2]0.5 + 7Qge.

These transport coefficients were applied to all four
charged-particle species (deuterium, tritium, helium, and carbon). A rather high edge pedestal
condition ridge was used, as described below. Only
gas fueling was used in this simulation.
III. B.2.f.

Bounda y Conditions

The boundary in these simulations corresponds
to approximately the 95% flux surface, a few centimeters in from the separatrix and scrape-off layer,
the region treated in detail in Chap. I. H modes
are generally characterized by a steep density gradient (a pedestal) and, to a lesser extent, temperature gradient in this edge region. The boundary
conditions for the simulations are assumed to refer
FUSION
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Table 3.4. Notation

CONFINEMENT

Derived Variables

Name (units)

Formula

ion cyclotron frequency (s-l)
beta
plasma frequency (s- ’ )
electron thermal velocity (m/s)
ion thermal velocity (m/s)
sound speed (m/s)
Alfvdn speed (m/s)
poloidal beta
Coulomb logarithm
electron collision frequency (s-r)
Spitzer resistivity (Ohm-m)
effective collision frequency (s-l)
electron collisionality
density scale length (m)
ion scale length (m)
T,; z scale lengths (m)

eBl(m,Ai)

(2k&‘l/wAi) V2
[kbTe/(mpAi)l 1’2
W(/.weqA)
1’2
p(q/c)2 = 4.027 x 10-22(n,T, + Qz)B-2c-2q2
37.8 - ln(7d/2T;1)
4(2~r)“~n,(ln ii)e4/[3(4we,)2m:‘2(k&)3/2]
%/(2w4)
%I~
&.iqR/(~3’2ve)
-%/(&/a~>
-ni/(h/ar)
-T,/(dT,IW;

-Z/(aZ/ar)

‘%/LTi;

pressure scale length (m)
shear
ion gyroradius (m)
poloidal gyroradius (m)

-LWVlW
WQ)
=

to the top of this pedestal, eliminating the complexity of the separatrix and scrape-off layer in the
simulation.
The calculation of the density pedestal boundary
condition is taken from Ref. 18, Eqs. (22) and (24),
which can be written
= nb[-1

i-

nb = 1.4 x 10”B rns3.
For the BPX simulation with G = 3.0 x 1020, we
find nped = 2.0 x 102’ mm3 (again, at the top of the
TECHNOLOGY

VOL.

= o.3/ps
hpscslLn
= R/VA
=

qrhp

=

r/R

pedestal). Such high ratios of n&/A are common
in present-day experiments. These density conditions are fixed throughout the simulation.
According to the model used in Ref. 18, the
temperature pedestal boundary condition depends
upon plasma heating power passing through the

boundary. For example, the pedestal temperatures

&TGz

where

FUSION

Vi/W&

= PiQ/E
= CJWci

wave number (m-r)
diamagnetic frequency (s-l)
poloidal Alfvdn time (s)
Alfven time (s)
inverse aspect ratio

nped

= PIP’
(WW

21

MAY

1992

are estimated to be 3.46 keV with 100 MW of alpha heating. These estimates put the temperatures at the 95% flux surface far out of the range
of present-day experiments. As a compromise, 2
keV was chosen as the boundary temperature used
in simulation CHOlE4.
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Finally, the shear at the boundary of the simulation was enhanced to account for the proximity
of the separatrix (since the VMOMS equilibrium
code used in BALDUR is not accurate near the
separatrix). The enhanced shear is given by
s

=

I~~lq)(&ldr)l
+

[ ,l-~,a,,In(41/J,1-l,n,)l

- 22

1
*

These boundary conditions have the effect of partially suppressing the resistive ballooning mode at
the edge of the plasma, producing the kind of thermal barrier observed in H-mode experiments.
III.B.2.g.

Sawtooth Model

An estimate of the sawtooth period is based on
the Park-Monticello model’*:
s
~mfJtooth N O.O09~T,3,/2,,/2,
M 1.3 s for BPX with Tea = 10 keV,
where T,o refers to the central electron temperature after a sawtooth crash. Since this has not yet
been automated within the BALDUR code, a fixed
period of 1.3 s was used in the BPX simulation.
The Kadomtsev model is used to redistribute
temperature and density profiles during each sawtooth crash. However, the current density is not
redistributed, in order to be generally consistent
with experimental observations that the magnetic
q value at the magnetic axis remains well below
unity while sawtooth oscillations are taking place.
This model leaves considerable magnetic shear
within the sawtooth mixing region, which stabilizes ideal ballooning modes as the central plasma
reheats between each sawtooth crash. However,
the inconsistency between this model and the ParkMonticello model needs to be resolved, and, in general, improved sawtooth models need to be developed.
It should be noted that the sawtooth mixing region covers nearly 50% of the half-width of the
plasma in this simulation. Experimental observations from DIII-D by Snider et al. would suggest
that sawtooth mixing region covers closer to 60% of
the plasma half-width in similar DIII-D discharges
(with same qgs). This is an indication that the
current (and temperature) profile may be narrower
than predicted by the model used here. Future refinements to the model will attempt to address this
issue. Also, it should be noted that no attempt was
made in this simulation to freeze in a broader current profile, which would make the sawtooth mixing re ‘on still narrower for a current penetration
time.lg2r
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1II.C. THE EMPIRICAL BASIS FOR PROJECTINGBPX
PERFORMANCE
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(GA)

Early Scaling Relations

Early theoretical work on electrostatic drift wave
turbulence in tokamaks provided the basis for the
first theory-based
projections
of tokamak reactor
requirements.
The so-called “six-regime
model”
included
a range of dissipative
and collisionless
trapped particle mode projections,
drawing the
conclusion’
in 1974 that tokamaks
with plasma
currents in the range of 10 MA would be required
to obtain ignition.
While the theoretical
analyses that underpinned
these projections
have sub
sequently evolved as represented in the previous
sections, and much experimental
data has now accumulated,
it is remarkable
to observe how close
those projections were to our present empirical understanding,
as discussed in this section.
In the late 197Os, a wide range of ohmitally heated tokamak experiments
began produc-

ing data, and a clear trend became apparent that
energy confinement
improved with plasma density.
This was most dramatically
demonstrated
on the
Alcator-A tokamak, a high-field device with a wide
range of accessible density. Combining
results from
many tokamaks, and choosing the simplest overall
size scaling, a socalled “Alcator” scaling2 was pro
posed: TE o( na2. Dimensional
constraints similar to those discussed in Sec. 1II.A coupled with a
more direct analysis of the ohmically
heated con-

finement data base, however, suggested a L3 size
scaling with greater dependence on R than a (Ref.
3). For conservativism,
the International
Tokamak
Reactor (INTOR)
group adopted the na2 scaling
in its design work, and “INTOR”
scaling became
synonomous with “Alcator” scaling. Initial neutral
beam heating results on ISX-B and at low density
on PLT supported this scaling, even in auxiliary
heated regimes.
By 1980, however, auxiliary
heating results at
high power and high plasma density began to show
clear degradation
from Alcator scaling,on PLT and
ISX-B. Subsequent results from DIII, PDX, and
the ASDEX tokamak in Germany provided enough
additional
data that in 1983 a reliable confinement
scaling relation could be deduced for devices with

strong auxiliary heating4 The experimental results
spanned only a small range in size, current, and
heating power (R = 1 to 1.6 m, Ip = 0.1 to 0.5
MA, P < 5 MW), but the close correspondence
of
the power, current, density, and field scalings between the different devices made it possible to com-

pare results from device to device with confidence,
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in order to obtain an overall size scaling. The resulting confinement scaling relation was approximately TE o( IpR3/2n1/2PB1’2, Very nearly COnSiStent with dimensional constraints, despite the fact
that such constraints had not been imposed in advance. Using P CC(nT)Ra2n/rE, one could deduce
(nT)7~ o( (I R/a)2. The constant of proportionality was sueK that ignition would require a device
with &R/a - 70 MA - a daunting prospect. At
this same time, however, initial results from the
ASDEX tokamak indicated that an enhanced confinement regime, the socalled “H mode,” could be
accessed in divertor tokamaks. This regime exhibited confinement about two times higher than the
standard “L-mode” regime, showing promise that
the &R/a required for high-Q operation could perhaps be reduced by a factor of -2.
In the period up to 1986, L-mode data accumulated from the next generation of large tokamaks:
TFTR, JET in Europe, and JT-60 in Japan; devices with R = 2.5 to 3 m, Ip = 1 to 5 MA, and
neutral beam heating power up to 20 MW. The
new L-mode data showed remarkable agreement
with the 1983 “Aachen” scaling relation, as can be
seen in Fig. 3.11. Indeed, the mean error of the new
data with respect to the scaling relation derived
from the smaller, lower current devices was -4%,
and the root-mean-square error was 11.5%, demonstrating the reliability of this technique of extrap
olation. During this time period, investigations of
the H mode continued on ASDEX, D-III, and other
medium-scale devices, and other approaches to enhanced confinement were also developed.
A key event in 1986 was the achievement of the
H mode on JET. The observation that the standard features associated with a strong transport
barrier near the edge of the plasma led again to a
factor M 2 improvement in conlinement in such a
large, high-power device, similar to what had been
found in smaller, low-power devices, was of critical importance. An additive effect on kVtot or rE
similar in absolute magnitude to what had been ob
served on ASDEX would have been negligible on
JET or BPX. The fact that the effect was indeed
ndtiplicatiue on JET as on ASDEX opened the
door for use of H-mode confinement enhancement
on high-Q devices such as BPX.
Another important event in 1986 was the discovery on TFTR of a new enhanced confinement
mode, “supershots,” associated with high-power
neutral beam injection and low wall recycling of
neutrals. These discharges had very peaked density profiles and confinement times as high as three
times L mode. Direct extrapolability of this ap
preach to BPX and to other high-Q devices is problematic since neutral beams with adequate particle
1094

energy to penetrate to the core of such devices are
too energetic to provide significant fueling relative
to heating or current drive. However, the combination of radio-frequency (RF) heating and pellet injection (available on BPX) may provide the
key elements of supershots. Results from JET and
TFTR in developing this RF + pellets variant of
peaked density profile enhanced performance operation are promising.
lll.C.2. lTER89-PL-Mode Scaling Relation

With the accumulation of L-mode data from
the next larger generation of tokamaks, the ITER
physics group encouraged the activity of develop
ing a new L-mode data base and sponsored workshops to analyze the new data. The BPX physics
team participated in this activity, but the direct
access to international data afforded by the ITER
process was invaluable. A number of different ap
proaches were taken to analyzing the data; the ap
preach that has garnered the most public accep
tance involved, in essence, a negotiating process
in which the “home teams” argued for aspects of
the scaling relation that best fit their most trusted
data. This gave rise to the ITER89-P scaling relation5:
ITERBS-P
TE

_-

0 . (-,5$@.5~.8~?iR’.2~0.3
s
P
x K0.5A-$’
go, p-0.5

2

(3.5)

where the units are seconds, atomic mass units,
mega-amperes, meters, meters, 10” rns3, Tesla,
and megawatts. The term “firg” in this and in
subsequent scaling expressions refers to the electron density in units of 10” rns3 line averaged
along a central chord. Again, without specific effort, this scaling relation was found to be in excellent agreement with dimensional constraints. Evaluating the expression for typical high-Q BPX parameters: Ai = 2.5, Ip = 11.8 MA, R = 2.59 m,
a = 0.795 m, K = 2.2, A = 4 x 1020 rnB3, BT = 9
T, and P = 80 MW, we find 7~ = 0.533 s. As expected, this is inadequate to support a high enough
temperature to produce nearly 80 MW of alpha
heating power. The factor N 2 associated with Hmode confinement, or other enhanced confinement
modes, is required to achieve the performance required on BPX.
A number of different statistical approaches have
been taken to the ITER L-mode data base. In particular, it was observed that despite overall similarities, different tokamaks had slightly different
internal scalings with respect to Pheat, Ip, A, and
BT. The differences were found to lie outside of
the range of expected statistical variation, implyFUSION
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Fig. 3.11. Energy confinement time inferred from magnetic data plotted against the 1983 “Aachen”
confinement scaling for the L-mode data base from nine tokamaks operated during the 1980s.
ing that the different tokamaks represented different statistical populations. Analysis taking this
observation into account? via a “random coefficients” method gave rise to a scaling relation extremely close in form to the 1983 version. The
predicted BPX confinement time, TE = 0.587 s,
however, is still reasonably close to the ITER89P
value (10% above), while the value based on the
original “Aachen” scaling relation, TE = 0.534 s,
is extremely close to the ITER89-P value. Direct
linear regression fit to the subset of the data base
corresponding to tokamaks with a > 0.35 m selects the most relevant and best diagnosed data,
and gives a similar result, 7~ = 0.496 s (7% below ITER89-P). All of the data in this data base
were measured via magnetic techniques, which of
necessity include stored energy from the fast ions
used for plasma heating. This stored energy was
estimated and subtracted from the magnetically
measured stored energy prior to regression analysis.7 The result gives a projected confinement,
T&,(z Wth/Pinj) = 0.491 S, but because ~10% of
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the neutral beam power was likely lost by chargeexchange and on bad orbits before heating the
plasma, this implies a thermal confinement time,
r~,~h(= Wth/Pheat), very similar to the ITER84P
value.
In summary, the ITER84P scaling gives results
for BPX that are very similar to results obtained
from the L-mode data base through a number of
different methods. It is the most reliable L-mode
scaling for characterizing the highest quality data
from each of the tokamak experiments, due to the
process through which it was generated, and thus
we use it as our L-mode benchmark. In general, the
L-mode confinement prediction for BPX is robust,
but disappointing.
lll.C.3.

ITER H-Mode Data Base

Based on the successof the L-mode data base
work, the ITER physics group sponsored a similar effort’ with respect to divertor H-mode data,
and once more the BPX physics team participated.
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H-mode data were accumulated
from a range of
divertor tokamaks in the United States, Europe,
and Japan. Measurements
of total stored energy
were provided from fits to magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) equilibrium
and from measurements
of the
plasma diamagnetic
effect. “Bad” data were discarded on the basis of a number of complex criteria, and a “standard”
list of some 1239 data sets
was developed. The comparison of the mean result
from each machine with the ITERSS-P
scaling is
given in Table 3.5. In this case, we have added
an additional
constraint
on the steady-state
nature of the discharges, dW/dt < 0.2Pheat, and also
a constraint
to eliminate
very high q discharges,
495 < 5.0.
For further analysis, the H-mode data base working group chose to standardize
on “MHD”
data,
since no diamagnetic
data were available
from
PBX-M or PDX. In the case of JET, however, they
chose to use diamagnetic
data, because this data
showed less scatter. In the case of ASDEX, they
“reconstructed”
MHD-like
data from the more reliable diamagnetic
data and from an estimate of
fast ion anisotropy. With this data selection, which
coincidentally
in each case favored the higher measurement of stored energy, they found a mean multiplier of 2.11 x ITERSS-P
in the full “standard”
set. We adopt an alternative
approach, which uses
the more reliable (and less scattered) diamagnetic
data where available and also uses in each case
the form of magnetic data that minimizes the fast
ion stored energy. We employ MHD data only for
PDX and PBX-M,
which had pure perpendicular
and mixed tangential
and perpendicular
injection,
respectively,
and diamagnetic
data for all of the
other tokamaks, which had varying degrees of tangential injection.
This approach gives a multiplier
of 1.86f0.31 x ITER89-P,
using the constraints ap
plied to Table 3.5. The data are shown in Fig. 3.12.
The uncertainty
in predicting
the mean L-mode
performance (not including shot-toshot
scatter) of
BPX has been estimated9 at f17%. Summing this
result in quadrature with a 17% uncertainty
in pro
jetting the ratio of H- to L-mode confinement,
we
obtain an overall uncertainty
of 24% in the pro
jetted BPX confinement
time by this “two-step”
approach.
The H-mode working group also examined the
“internal”
scalings with Phecrt, Ip, ?i, and BT for
each tokamak.
The result was disheartening,
in
that the scalings differed substantially
between
tokamaks,
making the construction
of an overall
scaling relation highly uncertain.
In particular,
direct fits to the data basehave a strong scaling with
magnetic field (7-E o( B”. ), greater than observed
in any of th- individual
tokamaks, and greater than
observed in controlled scans. The scaling law ob1096

tained

by direct

ITERH-ST
TE

fit to the “standard”
=

data set is

0 021AQ.510.55R2.22a0.'9
( P
x Ko.7fi~;7B~91p-o.55

w-9

with the same units as Eq. (3.5). Evaluated
for
BPX parameters,
this gives TE = 1.98 8, an unbelievable 3.7 x ITER,89-P.
The data base was then constrained to data free
of edge-localized
modes (ELMS), since it was believed that some of the machine-tomachine
differences could arise from differences in the characteristics of ELMS. Examination
of this data set again,
however, revealed difficulties
with the B scaling.
Individual
machine regressions, as well as the overall regression result, both showed substantial
scaling with B, but controlled
parameter
scans tend
to show weaker scaling with B. Thus, the working group compromised
on fixing a scaling of B’.”
and developed a unified scaling law for the ELMfree H-mode:

with the same units as Eq. (3.5). Evaluated
for
BPX parameters,
this gives 7~ = 1.12 s, 2.11 x
ITER84P.
BPX, like JET, may be able to operate
for moderate pulse lengths in ELM-free H modes,
but it would also be desirable to explore the physics
of ELM’y H modes. Confinement
is estimated
to
be -20% lower in ELM’y H modes than in ELMfree cases, giving 1.69 x ITER84P
for BPX parameters.
The “random
coefficients”
model has recently
been applied to the full “standard”
H-mode data
set.‘O In studying the data set, it was observed that
a significant subset of the JET data is clustered at
low Pheat/lp,
as can be seen in Fig. 3.13. This
parameter
corresponds roughly to auxiliary
heating power divided by initial ohmic heating power,
since ohmic loop voltages tend to be ~1 V. When
Pheat/Zp is constrained to be >2.5, the different machine scalings are brought into better alignment.
The result of the random coefficients analysis is
RCH
TE

=

0 07og4

A~.510.889R'.344a0.233
( P
XK0.317fi;$105@.207p-0.486

’ (3.8)
with the same units as Eq. (3.5). Evaluated
for
BPX parameters, this gives TE = 1.21 8,2.27 times
ITER89P,
in this case for a mix of ELM’y
and
ELM-free discharges as might be observed in BPX.
The la prediction uncertainty
for the mean device
performance is estimated at &26%.
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Table 3.5. H-Mode Confinement Time Enhancement Factors
TffD/,-E

ITEmS-

Device

$IA,$ER89-P

JET
DIII-D
ASDEX
PBX-M
PDX
JFT-2M

2.10 f 0.28

1.86 f 0.35

1.70 f 0.13

1.70 f 0.21

2.23 f 0.22

(2.73 f 0.30)
2.05 f 0.26

-

P

1.56 f 0.33

1.51 f 0.16

1.79 f 0.21

1.88 f 0.34

1.79 f 0.18
(1.95 f 0.42 including ASDEX)

(Uncertainty ranges given for individual devices indicate shot-toshot scatter, while “bottom-line”
indicates device-to-device scatter.)

range

10

BTE
(T set)

0.1

B ~~~~~~~

(Tsec)

Fig. 3.12. Experimentally measured divertor H-mode confinement times plotted against the ITER89-P
L-mode confinement scaling. Type of data (MHD versus diamagnetic) selected to minimize fast ion stored
energy. The extrapolation to BPX is shown in the upper right-hand corner.
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Fig. 3.13. Heating power divided by plasma current
scaling for the ITER H-mode standard data set.
A somewhat different approach to the H-mode
confinement
scaling problem was taken by the JET

and DIII-D

plotted

I

(T set)

against the ITER89-P

L-mode

confinement

with the same units as Eq. (3.5). Evaluated
for
BPX parameters, this gives 7~ = 0.907 s, 1.7 times

groups. ’ They compared data from

ITER89-P, in this case for thermal confinement in

experiments
including
discharges with all parameters held fixed, except size, between the two de-

the ELM-free rise phase of the discharge. It must
be noted, however, that the absence of any B or ?i
scaling is not derived from this data and may significantly affect the projection for BPX. Furthermore,
the lack of correction for losses of fast ion heating
efficiency may result in a significant underestimate
of the overall confinement
time.
To summarize,
it is clear that H-mode scaling
studies are rather more difficult to perform than
L-mode studies.
However, the fact that devices
ranging in size, field, and power from JFT-2M
to
JET all see factors of ~2 enhancement
relative to L
mode provides confidence that similar performance
will be obtained on BPX. It is still too early to settle on an accepted H-mode scaling, but the ranges
of the projections,
the estimated
uncertainty
of
projection,
and the range of H/L multipliers
obtained suggest that a reasonable estimate of BPX
performance is to take TE = 1.85rLTER8g-P,
with a
la uncertainty range of f25% for the mean perfor-

vices. Because DIII-D

tends to experience strong

ELMS during the steady-state portion of their discharges, while JET does not, it was necessary to

compare results during the rise phase (dW/dt N
0.3Ph,t). During this phase, the fast ion component can be relatively
large (as high as ~50%
in some of the DIII-D
discharges), so the fast ion
stored energy was subtracted,
giving a r&,
as
discussed above. No account was taken for fast ion
losses leading to a reduction of the heating power.

Attributing the observed size scaling to major radius variation (R/a was fixed), fixing the uncertain
?i and B scalings to both be zero, and taking over
Ai and 6 scalings from ITER89-P,
the resulting

scaling expression is
D3D- JET
TE

=

0.055g~?.5I~.03R’.48~0.5p-o.46,
(3.9)
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mance of the device, corresponding to an ITER89P multiplier in the range of 1.4 to 2.3. This estimate should be viewed as conservative in that it
takes no credit for advances in understanding or
technique in the ten years leading up to BPX op
eration. It is also worth noting that the new scaling
relations based on H-mode data, however preliminary, tend on average to be more optimisiic than
1 85
.

x

TITER89-P
I7

It is in&resting to put the estimated range of uncertainty (f25%) in the context of dimensionless
scaling arguments, as discussed in Sec. 1II.A. BPX
is planned to operate with absolute time scales
such as I-E, magnetic skin time, and flattop pulse
length very similar to those of JET. Thus, in dimensionless time, RcTE the extrapolation
Of confinement is in proportion to the magnetic fields:
g/3.4 = 2.6. A 25% uncertainty corresponds to a
range of 1.95 to 3.25 in this extrapolation. On the
basis of the results shown in Fig. 3.12, representing eight years of work on H-mode tokamaks, this
seems to be quite reasonable.
lll.C.4.

The H Mode in BPX

As we have just seen, high-Q operation in BPX
requires H-mode operation with a critical H/L enhancement factor. All existing divertor tokamaks
with deuterium operation have achieved H-mode
operation. However, at present, we have no fully
reliable machine parameter design criterion for ensuring H mode at high field and high density. Consequently, the extrapolability of the H mode is a
key issue addressed in the BPX R.&D Plan.
Since the H-mode transition originates at the
edge, a local rather than global criterion most
likely will be needed. Nevertheless, a first attempt13 at global scaling for the power threshold
from a world data base is given by
Pth1.S = 12BkW mw2T-’

for single-null diverted deuterium plasmas. For
BPX at 9 T, this corresponds to ~13 MW. Recent
JET ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) H
modes require ~2.4 MW/T (or 14 kW me2 T-l)
(Ref. 17). Figure 3.14 illustrates the long extrap
olation to high field (and high density). Clearly,
an improved world data base is needed; in particular, high-field Alcator-C-Mod H-mode operation
will provide valuable data. Several notes should
be made: The high threshold points in Fig. 3.14
are from nondiverted operation or hydrogen operation. In the case of DIII-D hydrogen into deuterium beam heating, there was substantial pollution from hydrogen beam gas, and pure deuterium
beam data are not available because the threshold
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is below one source (2.5 MW). Further, the threshold power has a large hysteresis, so that the L/H
transition can be obtained at lower field (and density) followed by ramps to higher values.
Specific devices disagree in some respects with
this overall B field scaling of power per unit area,
again suggesting that global parameters poorly reflect edge conditions:
JET
DIII-D

Pth 0: B
Pth cx BnI’

T $‘$ rx B

ASDEX

Pth 0: @ no I0

TL:;

JFT2-M

Pth o( B n-l I-’

CCF(q)

This prompts some theoretical notes on the Hmode power threshold scaling. Dimensional analysis (at ilxed q, b/a, and R/a) ignoring atomic
physics and divertor variables and using Pth o(
nx By uz imposes the constraint .Z= 2x + (5/4)y (3/4). Thus, power per unit surface may intuitively be the key parameter, but Pk LX Bali2
(not Bu2) follows from insisting x = 0 and I/ =
1. Fortunately, the size scaling is not of much
importance in scaling from DIII-D and JET to
BPX. There are several critical temperature gradient bifurcation theories proposed to explain the
H mode, but they do not have the observed scaling
with B. For example,15 rle stabilization of collisional drift wave transport gives a bifurcation to
ion-temperature-gradient
(ITG) drift wave transport (or more likely neoclassical transport) with
P& 0: nq2 B- 1.5, assuming Tedge o( B. There is,
however, no clear evidence that the L/H transition
is to larger rle values at the edge. Or, in another
example, Biglari et al. have applied the Biglari, Diamond, and Terry l6 theory of rotational stabilization of ITG turbulent transport. This allows a bifurcation from ITG to neoclassical transport with
3.3 q 2.3 B-3.5 (again assuming Tdge cx B).
Pthmn
Perkins17 posited an ion orbit drift loss flux theory with Pth o( nT V& cx nT2 c/(eBR)
0: nB
(assuming V, > 1 and ?f”edgecx B). Unfortunately,
this theory has no bifurcation mechanism nor an
explanation as to why T,+, o( B.
In summary, the scaling of the H-mode threshold
power is difficult to determine with high accuracy,
and theory does not yet provide even rough guidance. Present estimates indicate that BPX has a
margin of a factor of ~1.5 in power, which could be
increased to a factor as high as 4 with the upgrade
to 50 MW of heating power. This determination
leaves out the fact that BPX can begin heating
at reduced magnetic field in a single-null configuration and that D-T plasmas are likely to have a
lower H-mode power threshold than D-D plasma,
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Fig. 3.14. H-mode threshold power (per unit area) showing the extrapolation to the high field and density
of %PX.
just as D-D plasmas have a reduced threshold compared to H-D plasmas. Thus, despite uncertainties
of prediction, it seems very likely that BPX will be
able to achieve H-mode confinement.
lll.C.5. H-Mode Density Limits

The optimal H-mode performance in present devices is generally obtained by starting the heating phase at plasma densities well below the ohmic
density limit and then allowing the density to climb
during the H mode, due to improved particle confinement and fuel desorption. We plan to fuel the
required density rise in BPX via pellet injection as
well as through desorption from the first wall. Because of the high field in BPX, we anticipate that
the total fuel potentially held up in the first -100 8,
of the wall accessible to the plasma will onl correspond to a plasma density of at most 3 x 10%I m -3
the normal BPX operating point. In JET, for exi
ample, the accessible fuel potentially held up in the
near surface of the wall should be similar to that of
BPX, but the optimum operating point in density
is far lower. Thus, additional fueling is likely to be
1100

required in BPX. Since beta constraints and the
optimum temperature for fusion power production
set the density operating point independently of
other considerations, it is important to determine
that the desired density is readily accessible.
There is not a generally accepted model for the
density limit in tokamaks, nor is there such a model
for the high density limit of the H mode. In
ELM-free H-mode discharges, the density tends to
rise until the radiated power approaches the input
power, and then the plasma returns to the L mode.
Raising the density of an ELM’y H-mode discharge
with gas puffing, however, can reduce the core radiated power but also enhance ELMS and deteriorate H-mode confinement. Thus, the situation is
not simple and may involve not only global power
balance, but also an important direct role for neutrals and edge fueling in affecting the H mode and
the ELM instability. We can gain guidance, however, from the fact that the operating density in the
full data base of H-mode tokamaks tends to cluster a bit below the empirically observed Greenwald
ohmic density limit, as shown in Fig. 3.15. The
pellet injection capability planned for BPX should
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Fig. 3.15. Line-averaged electron density normalized to the Greenwald limit plotted against the ITER89P L-mode confinement scaling for data from six tokamaks operated during the 1980s.
permit core fueling, without disturbing the edge
particle or energy balance greatly. Between shots,
helium GDC (Ref. 12) will be available to further
reduce wall desorption, if required. This provides
considerable confidence that the H-mode density
operating range planned for BPX will be readily
accessible.
lll.C.6.

Performance Projection Ranges for BPX

A number of key parameters govern the projected fusion performance of BPX. These are the
energy confinement time, density and temperature
profile shapes, impurity content, helium ash content, and alpha heating efficiency. The projected
values of these parameters and their ranges of uncertainty are presented in this section. In general,
it is well recognized that it is possible to create
discharges with degraded confinement (e.g., due to
low-m tearing modes) or poor plasma purity (e.g.,
due to improper plasma handling technique), and
FUSION
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indeed some such discharges will certainly be generated on BPX. The projections presented here,
however, represent, the performance expected on
the best hundreds of high-power discharges.
We
have reviewed above the status of projecting Hmode energy confinement for BPX. We take as our
standard projection 1.85 x ITER89-P scaling, with
la uncertainty of 4~25%.
The density profile shape plays an important role
in determining the overall fusion reactivity, even
for fixed energy confinement time. H modes often
have very flat density profiles, especially when they
are subjected to strong edge fueling. On the other
hand, we have argued that desorption of neutrals
from the walls of BPX should be a weaker effect
than in DIII-D or JET, and pellets are projected
to penetrate well into even high-temperature BPX
plasmas. Thus, we take the range of uncertainty
for the density profile to be from perfectly flat to
parabolic, with mean shape square-root parabolic.
For the temperature profile shapes, we assume
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a central flat region from T = 0 to the estimated
= 1 surface at r/a = l/qgs. Outside of q = 1,
the temperatures are taken to fall linearly to zero
at T = a. This shape is a good approximation to
observations on DIII-D at low q and has in general
been observed on low-g sawtoothing tokamaks. We
do not assign significant uncertainty to this pre
file shape since tokamak electron temperature pre
files have a remarkable “consistency.” We assume
Z’i = T’, appropriate for the high-density operation anticipated in BPX. At Q = 5, alpha heating
to electrons will equal ICRF heating to the ions.
It is to be noted that neither the density nor temperature profile shapes explicitly allow for an edge
pedestal. As more H-mode profile data from lowq elongated plasmas become available, it would be
appropriate to use some form of mean experimental
profile shapes for projecting BPX fusion reactivity.
For the time being, however, we note three items
that suggest these profiles are reasonably conservative. First, the range of pressure peakedness we are
assuming is very modest, -2 < PO/(P) < 3. Even
at very low q, JET observes pressure peaking of ~3
in the H mode (Ref. 18). Second, the projected
sawtooth repetition time in BPX well exceeds projected global confinement time, so one should anticipate significant time-averaged profile peaking
within the q = 1 radius, even in the presence of
sawteeth. This peaking is observed in the simulations reported elsewhere in this paper. Ignoring
such central peaking represents some modest conservatism, which may offset the absence of density
and temperature edge pedestals in the model pre
files. Finally, it has been observed in simulations
of BPX operation that if the auxiliary heating is
applied before the end of the current ramp, the
q = 1 surface can be maintained well inside of
r/a = l/q95 for the duration of the heating pulse,
resulting in significantly more peaked temperature
profiles.
The proper range of Z,g to project for BPX is
difficult to determine. Ohmically heated tokamaks
operating at the high density anticipated in BPX
have frequently obtained Z,n as low as 1.2. On the
other hand, present-generation, low-density, highpower tokamaks typically achieve 2,. = 2 only
with considerable difficulty. JET, however, using beryllium gettering to reduce oxygen impurities, has obtained Z,, as low as 1.6, even at a
plasma density of 4 x 10” rns3 and beam powers up to 18 MW. BPX will have the capability
to provide a boron coating on the first wall, which
should similarly reduce oxygen influx. Thus, we
take 2,~ = 1.65 as the mean projection for BPX,
with a la uncertainty range of f0.35. The dominant impurity species is taken to be fully ionized
carbon.

q
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The helium ash content in BPX is taken to be
equal to the full amount of helium produced - no
helium pumping is assumed. This means that the
mean helium density rises at w 3 x 10” rn-‘. s
when Pfu = 500 MW. We assume that the helium
cl;r$ty profile shape is the same as that of the D-T
The last topic of importance for determining the
fusion performance of BPX, and in some sense the
most interesting, is the alpha heating efficiency.
For the purposes of Sec. III.D, we simply insert
Paw + Poh + PO - Pbr into the ITER89-P scaling relation for P. This amounts to assuming that
the alpha heating efficiency will be the same as
that of the external auxiliary heating systems rep
resented in the data base. The centrally peaked
bremsstrahlung radiation Ph, which was negligible in previous experiments, is counted against the
other forms of heating before inclusion in the scaling relation. These assumptions should be conservative in that the bremsstrahlung radiation pr@
file is rather broad in H-mode plasmas, and the
alpha heating is calculated, on the basis of classical effects, to be nearly 100% efficient and highly
peaked on axis. The circumstances under which
these assumptions are not conservative, of course,
correspond to conditions where alpha-driven instabilities cause substantial losses of alpha power or
plasma containment. The discovery and investigation of such instabilities, however, would constitute
successwith respect to a major fraction of the mission of the device, so we do not include these in the
“downside risk.”
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IILD. SPECIFIEDPROFILEPERFORMANCEMODELING

D. P. Stotler (PPPL)
In this section, we discuss what are frequently
called global, or zero-dimensional, characterizations of tokamak performance.1-6 For this purpose,
we have developed three approaches. They all investigate essentially the same power balance equation and likewise use the same plasma profile models and empirical scaling assumptions to compute
the various terms in this equation.
Two of the approaches examine only the steadystate performance of a device. The first described
below maps out the density-temperature operating
space, given one set of the parameters required to
complete the specification of the profiles and scaling assumptions. The result is a Plasma Operation
CONtour (POPCON) plot.’ The second steadystate analysis takes into account the fact that we
do not know with certainty the appropriate values
of these plasma parameters. It allows us to specify
instead a probability distribution for each of them,
with the more certain ones receiving narrower distributions. Given these, it calculates a probability
distribution for the level of performance of BPX.
The third analysis technique examines the time
evolution of a discharge, given a complete set of
plasma profile and scaling assumption parameters.
Of course, more information is needed in this case
to describe how the machine parameters vary in
time. This analysis emulates the global plasma behavior computed by more sophisticated transport
codes.s~QBecause of the lack of detail in the global
simulations, they can be carried out very quickly,
allowing many different scenarios to be examined
in a short period of time.
We now describe the power balance equation and
the assumptions used to evaluate the terms appearing in it. For this purpose, we consider only the
POPCON analysis. Variations in the model incorporated into the other two codes are discussed in
their respective subsections. Approaches such as
the one presented here are properly referred to as
“specified profile” in that the radial dependencies
of the plasma density, temperature, and current
density are specified on input rather than calculated.
The equation solved is
&k&lHtPam=PcontPmd.

(3.10)

The individual terms represent the volumeintegrated contributions made to the total power
balance by alpha, ohmic, and auxiliary heating;
thermal conduction, Peon = W~,-,~/TE,and radiated
losses are on the right side. At given values of the
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volume-averaged
electron density (G ) and densityweighted, volume-averaged
temperature
(nT)/(n),,
this expression is solved for P,,, the auxiliary
power required to maintain
a steady state. Note
that kVt,,t is the total thermal energy of the plasma,
and TE is the global thermal energy confinement
time. The latter is calculated as a function of the
net input power Pin = Pa + POH + Pam - Pd.
In our model, Pd is intended to refer to radiation processes that affect the core plasma power
balance such as bremsstrahlung
and synchrotron;
we consider only the former here.3 The impact of
edge impurity
line radiation
on confinement
is, in
effect, built into the empirical
scalings for 7~. By
subtracting
the centrally peaked radiation
when
computing
Pi,,, we obtain the net power flowing
into the “good confinement”
zone between the core
and the edge of the plasma. This practice is standard in zerodimensional
calculationsss
and has
some basis in more detailed simulations.”
In general, Eq. (3.10) must be solved numerically. More detail on the specific expressions for
the various terms in Eq. (3.10) can be found in
Refs. 5 and 6.
The following assumptions apply to all of the calculations discussed in this section. The device parameters are those appropriate
to the BPX design:
major radius R = 2.59 m, minor radius a = 0.795
m, triangularity
6 = 0.35, plasma current Ip = 11.8
MA, and toroidal magnetic field BT = 9 T. The
elongation
of the separatrix flux surface should be
2.2. However, the present model utilizes concentric, elliptical
flux surfaces of constant ellipticity.
We equate this elongation
with that of the 95%
flux surface, tc = 2, obtained from two-dimensional
equilibrium
calculations.
For simplicity,
the density profile as a function
of radius r is written in the form

( 1
T2

n(r)

=m

l-

an

2

(3.11)

,

where ne = (n)(l+~,,).
For the reference case (see
Sec. III.C.S),
cu, = 0.5. The temperature
profile
is trapezoidal.
Namely, it is flat from r = 0 to
r = ~~~1 and falls linearly to 2’ = 0 at r = a. We
use r&a
= l/q95 N 0.29 in the reference case [qgs
is the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) safety factor
at the 95% flux surface]. The plasma is composed
of deuterium
and tritium
(in equal amounts),
as
well as fully ionized carbon and helium impurities.
Again, as discussed in Sec. III.C.6,
we take the
total effective charge of the plasma to be Z,g =
1.65 and assume a helium fraction of n&r&
= 3%.
The energy confinement
time is written as

0

4
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Fig. 3.16. POPCON
of BPX operating space generated with 1.85 times the ITER89-P
L-mode scaling. The solid lines are contours of constant auxiliary power in megawatts;
the dashed lines are
for Q. The Greenwald density limit, Troyon beta
limit, and lOO-MW loss power contour are also indicated.
where

TNA = 7 x 10-22&aR2q*

(3.13)

s

is the neoAlcator
(ohmic) contribution,
with ?&
being the line-averaged
electron density and q* is
the cylindrical
equivalent safety factor :
q* = (5U2&/R~,){[1

+ K2(1 + 2b2 - 1.2b3)]}/2.

The second term in Eq. (3.12) represents one of
a number of auxiliary heating scalings. The (constant) multiplier
is included to estimate H-mode
performance using L-mode scalings (cr w 2) or to
degrade H-mode scalings (c, 5 1).
lll.D.l.

POPCONPlots

We now compare POPCON
plots generated using several different scalings for 7.~. The first
(Fig. 3.16) represents the reference H-mode confinement model, which utilizes an auxiliary heating
scaling of 1.85 times (see Sec. 1II.C) the ITER84P
L-mode scaling” :
TITER89-P
alLz

=

0 ~~~~~0.85~$.2~.~gp,~0.5~~5~1.2a0.3yi0.5
P

TE =

8

I

s

a

(3.14)

(3.12)
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where ?Z,+s is the line-averaged density in units of
10” rns3 and x. is the average ion mass (taken
here to be 2.5). ’ This expression is inserted in
Eq. (3.12) with c, = 1.85. In addition to P,,,
contours of constant Q 3 Pfw/(P,,
+ POH) =
5P,/(P,,
+ POH) are indicated.
Anticipated operating limits are also shown. The
Greenwald form for the line-averaged density limit,
Tie,0 = 2IP x 1020rns3,

(3.15)

7ra

is used (note, however, that the ordinate of the
POPCON diagram is the volume-averaged density). The Troyon beta limit is plotted assuming a
coefficient of 3. Namely,
Pmaz=3aBT‘p%.

6

4-

?E
::

3-

c
A
2

2-

0

V

l-

(3.16)
“0

The most stringent restriction is expected to be
the limit on power flowing to the plasma edge (see
Chaps. IX and X), projected to be limited to 2100
MW; this is indicated by the lOO-MW loss power
(P~4ss3 Pa + POH + Paw = Pmn + Tad) contour.
With this model, BPX is expected to reach Q 2
25 (see Fig. 3.16). The auxiliary power required
at this operating point is slightly less than the 20
MW provided in the baseline configuration.
It would, of course, be more desirable to base our
predictions on well-established scalings fitted to Hmode experiments directly. Expressions based on
H-mode data are just now beginning to be developed, as has been discussed in Sec. III.C.3. In the
following, we will compare POPCON plots generated using some of these with Fig. 3.16.
Specific experiments on DIII-D and JET have
been performed to elucidate the scaling of H-mode
confinement, l2 yielding
TDSD-JET

=

0~0559~;.03p,~0.46~~5~1.46K0.5

s.

4uz

(3.17)
The resulting POPCON plot is presented in
Fig. 3.17; the same operational limits are indicated.
Note that the performance is slightly poorer than
in Fig. 3.16; the maximum Q achievable is -15,
depending on the amount of auxiliary power available.
Regression on the ITER H-mode data base has
provided a number of scalings. Here we focus on
two described in Ref. 13. The first expression is

obtained by a direct fit to the standard data set
(including shots with and without ELMS):
T;&-SD

=

o.0211,0.55~~Q1~.:~p,~“.~~‘5
~2.11a0.1QK0.70

s '

(3.18)
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Fig. 3.17. POPCON of BPX operating spaceisenerated with the DIII-D/JET
H-mode scaling.
This yields the POPCON shown in Fig. 3.18. The
appearance of a large ignited operating window
(shaded region in Fig. 3.18) indicates more optimistic confinement than that of the standard scaling.
A more careful treatment of the ELM-free portion of the data base results in the ITERSOH-P
scaling13 :
+90H-P

=

auz

() @321'.02~O15p-0.47~.5~1.60~-0.19

P

in

i

s.

(3.19)

A POPCON plot generated using this expression
is presented in Fig. 3.19. Again, a significant window for ignited operation is indicated. If we degrade this confinement by 20% to allow for ELMS
(Ref. 14), we obtain a POPCON plot (Fig. 3.20)
that is surprisingly similar to Fig. 3.16. ELMS may
or may not naturally occur in BPX. It would be
most interesting to study both ELMing and nonELMing discharges.
We conclude from these POPCON plots that
scalings obtained by direct fits to H-mode data
predict BPX performance levels that are similar

to those found using 1.85 times ITER89-P or more

optimistic. Due to the complexity of the H-mode
data base, however, the resulting scalings are somewhat uncertain, and at this time we do not use
them as the basis for extrapolating to BPX parameters. Hence, in the following we focus on the
more well-established ITER89-P scaling.
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Variations in c,, on, and 2,~ within their
estimated uncertainties can lead to substantial
changes in predictions of BPX performance. We
assume that each of these three parameters has a
Gaussian distribution with its mean value as given
above. The widths of these distributions are taken
to be (see Sec. III.C.6) CT, = 25010,a,, = 0.5, and
%ff = 0.35. We now consider the impact of fla
variations of each of these parameters on BPX performance.
The level of performance is expressed in terms of
the maximum ignition margin obtainable within
the constraints on Ploss (5 100 MW) and the density, Eq. (3.15). The ignition margin is defined by
RX
peon

+

(3.20)
Pmd

and is related to Q by
Q2EL.

l-M1

(3.21)

As can be seen from Eq. (3.10), ignited operation
is indicated for MI 2 1 (Q 4 co). The procedure
for carrying out this calculation is described elsewhere.6v’5 The results are shown in Table 3.6 along
with the ignition margin found using standard values for the three parameters.
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Fig. 3.18. POPCON of BPX operating space
generated with the ITER H-mode “standard data
set” scaling. l3 Ignited operation is possible in the
shaded region.

MI =
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Fig. 3.19. POPCON of BPX operating space generated with the ITERSOH-P s~aling.‘~ Ignited operation is possible in the shaded region.
The Q determined with the mean values is 25,
consistent with Fig. 3.16. Reducing the confinement multiplier by 16, (but retaining the 3% helium concentration; see also Sec. III.D.2) lowers the
performance estimate to Q = 4.6; the impact of reducing on or raising Z,n is not so great. Going in
the other direction, full ignition at Ploss = 100 MW
is predicted for c, 2 2.02, less than 1~~ above 1.85
(c, + la = 2.31). Optimistic assumptions for (;Y,,
and Z,f with median confinement lead to subignited, but very high Q operating points.
lll.D.2.

Statistical Estimates of Performance Uncertainty

In the previous section, we considered varying cr,
(Y,,,and 2, one at a time. If two or more of these
were vari ef in the same direction at once, the effects would be greater than indicated in Table 3.6.
It is not clear what single combination (if any) of
parameters could be used to obtain a good measure
of the uncertainty in performance. Instead, we use
a Monte Carlo approach to generate a probability
distribution for the ignition margin16 in BPX.
The procedure for doing this is described in more
detail in Ref. 6. Briefly, one provides the code with
probability distributions for cr, czYn,and 2, (and
other parameters if desired). Then, a camp fete set
of parameters is sampled randomly, and the maximum ignition margin is computed, subject to density and beta limits. The process is repeated until
the statistical fluctuations in the resulting probaFUSION
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Table 3.6. Maximum Ignition
Case
G
an
Std.
1.85
0.5
0.5
G - la
1.39
an - 10
1.85
0.0
ze, + la
1.85
0.5
CT+ la
2.31
0.5
1.0
an + la
1.85
z efl - 10
1.85
0.5

0
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Fig. 3.20. POPCON of BPX operating space generated with the ITERSOH-P scaling assuming a
20% degradation by ELMS.
bility distribution are insignificant (5000 trials in
the foIIowing>. The restriction on beta is set at
/? 5 21,/a& %, which corresponds approximately
to Pfw = 500 MW.
Since a, < 0, c, < 0 and Z,f < 1 are not physically sensible, we must alter these distributions
slightly. Randomly sampled parameters violating
these restrictions are reset to the minimum values
(we actually take the minimum Z,n = 1.2). This
leads to peaks in the resulting parameter probability distributions at the minimum values, although
c, = 0 is far enough away from the mean that this
does not occur in practice. The mean values are
altered from those given in the last section, but
the medians are not. As we discuss below, it is the
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Ith Pl,,, = 100 MW

MI

Q

1.65
1.65
1.65

0.8337

25.07

0.4786

4.59

0.6868

10.97

2.00

0.7146

12.52

1.65
1.65
1.30

1.2219
0.9702
0.9593

00

T
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162.95
117.97

median that we consider most interesting.
We also note that the lower values of Q (say,
525) will likely be consistent with ash accumuIations smaller than nHe/ne = 3%. In taking this
into account, we make use of the fact that Q is
most highly correlated with c, (see Refs. 6 and 16).
Thus, we assume that nHe/ne is a prescribed function of G. The minimum is taken to be 1% (set by
ICRF heating requirements; see Sec. VI.B.4); this
applies when c, 5 1.39. The maximum of 3% is
chosen if c, 2 1.85. Between these two values, the
function varies linearly.
The resulting probability distribution for the
ignition margin and its integral are shown in
Fig. 3.21. The standard deviation, mean, and median of P(M1) are 0.4052, 0.9059, and 0.8556, respectively. The median (corresponds to Q = 30)
is more representative of the average performance
level since 50% of the cases calculated (with these
input probability distributions) would do better
than this; 50% would do worse. Regardless of how
one attempts to define “+la” performance, ignition would be obtained. For the pessimistic direction, however, some care should be exercised since
P(M1) is non-Gaussian. We utilize the fact that for
a Gaussian distribution, approximately two-thirds
of the values lie within one standard deviation of
the mean. Hence, only l/6 zz16% of the points are
more than la below the mean. We take this to define the “-la” performance level. Counting 16%
up from MI = 0 in Fig. 3.21 yields Q-n, = 5.45.
At Q 2: 5.45, setting Ph = 500 MW corresponds
to a higher-than-acceptable Plo,,. Limiting Pl,,,, to
100 MW, we obtain Q = 4.6.
A simple model for the scaling of MI (and
Q) with Ip for a range of BPX-like devices using ITERSO-P scaling and fixed engineering and
physics constraints (& = 9 T, R/a = 3.24,
R oc Ip), was developed. Using the above results
to calibrate the model at Ip = 11.8 MA, we can
extrapolate the median BPX performance and its
1107
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produced by the more detailed Tokamak Simulation Code9 (TSC) (see Sec. V.G).
The equation being integrated is an adaptation
of Eq. (3.10), modified to include the time derivative of the plasma energy:

MDA Time-DependentSimulations

dwtot
-=P,+P,,+POH--P,&--.
Wtot (3.22)
dt
TE
Given the initial conditions, the time dependence
of the machine parameters, plasma density, and
auxiliary power, Eq. (3.22) can be integrated to
some final time tf to determine Wt,t(tf).
We
provide a mechanism for feedback on the auxiliary power level to prevent a specified value of
Pl,, from being exceeded.5115For most of the simulations presented here, we require Pl, 5 100
MW, as specified in the BPX General Requirements Document l8 (GRD).
The time dependence of the device parameters
(Fig. 3.23) is based upon the ones used in the TSC
calculations. For simplicity, the simulations begin at t = 1.5 ‘s. The flattop parameters needed
to compute the right side of Eq. (3.22) are as in
Sec. III.D, except where noted below. We employ two scenarios for the evolution of Paw and
the plasma density, but in all cases the maximum
value of Paw will be set to 20 MW, as specified

We now consider the temporal evolution of BPX
plasma parameters in several different situations.
Our time-dependent global transport code employs
the prescribed profile model and empirical scalin s
described in the introduction to this section.5jf 5
The scenarios we examine are based upon those

scheme (referred to hereafter as scenario I) is patterned after the default waveforms in TSC and has
the density ramping up linearly to its flattop value
with the plasma current (Fig. 3.24a) at t = 7.5
s. Auxiliary heating is ‘begun at t = 5 s. Its efficiency is approximated as being equal to the value

Fig. 3.21. Probability distribution of MI and
the integral of the probability distribution above
a given Mr. The values of MI corresponding to
Q = 5 and 20 are indicated by vertical lines.
fla uncertainty to other values of the plasma current, as shown in Fig. 3.22.
To summarize the results of these two subsections, standard assumptions with 1.85 times the
ITER84P scaling yield Q w 25 to 30. Pessimistic
(at the la level) values for these parameters lead
to Q N 5. It may be worth noting that this analysis applied to the ITER Conceptual Design,17 with
10% helium minority, gives almost identical results
to those presented here for BPX. The recent ITER
H-mode scalings are more optimistic, giving rise to
predictions of ignition for ELM-free operation in
BPX.
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Fig. 3.23. Evolution of BPX parameters in the
time-dependent global transport code. Units for
each quantity are shown in parentheses. The flattop ends at t = 17.5 s; rampdowns are not shown.

of the density at the ion cyclotron resonance point,
divided by the central density.‘5*‘g
Since power handling capabilities limit burn
times to values shorter than the total BPX flattop (see below, as well as Chaps. IX and X), we
have as an option delaying the start of auxiliary
heating until after the plasma current has reached
its maximum value. In this way, the thermal confinement is nearly optimal when heating begins. In
the second scenario (see Fig. 3.24b), we make use
of this fact; heating begins at t = 8 s. The density is ramped linearly up to half of its peak value
during the current rise. Since the early portion of
an H-mode discharge (the transition is assumed to
occur soon after the activation of auxiliary power)
usually exhibits an increase in density, we incorpo
rate a second density ramp beginning at t = 8 s.
We will be providing significant fueling with pellet
injection, so we allow ourselves to vary the rate of
this density rise, choosing the value that minimizes
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Fig. 3.24. Time dependence of the plasma density
and heating efficiency for scenarios I (a) and II (b).
The actual flattop density is varied to yield the
desired final operating point. The arrow on density
waveform in scenario II indicates the optimization
of the second ramp rate in order to minimize the
heating time.
the total heating time.
We use an expression for the energy confinement
time in which the input power has been eliminated
in favor of purely thermodynamic quantities. Although this approach yields more optimistic results
than does using the form of TE expressed in terms
of heating power, it is more consistent with the
conjecture that transport is determined by local
plasma parameters. It is also consistent with the
definition of 7~ used in the H-mode data base:

The procedure for making this conversion in the
form of TE and its impact on time-dependent calculations are discussed in detail in Ref. 5.
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All of these calculations utilize a constant 2,~ of
1.65, and all assume a steady helium ash concentration of 3% unless otherwise stated.
Before presenting the detailed results of our simulations, it would be appropriate to discuss how
they relate to one another and to the reference
BPX operating scenario. At Ploss= 100 MW (Ph
5 500 MW), we are at a “‘center-of-the-error-bars”
level of performance for the device, both with respect to confinement and power handling capability. The restrictions on the total energy flowing
out of the plasma are discussed in more detail in
the GRD. For present purposes, we estimate the
power handling capability of the divertor at:

J

Pl, dt 5 625 MJ,

(3.23)

t1

where tl - 5 s is intended to represent the time
at which the plasma first touches the divertor, and
t2 is one second into the rampdown of Pl,,.
The
latter choice assumes a switch from a divertor to
limiter configuration at t2.
With 20 MW of auxiliary heating, Eq. (3.23) can
be satisfied with the 3-s flattop at Plos, = 100 MW
specified in the GRD, provided the plasma performance is slightly better than that of the reference case (c+ N 2). The simulation presented in
Fig. 3.25 provides an example of this. With the reference level of plasma performance, the Plo, = 100
MW flattop can be achieved with Paw = 20 MW,
1110
_.

15

TIME (s)

Fig. 3.25. Time dependence of the various terms in
Eq. (3.22) and Pl,,= = Pa + Pauz+ POH. The density and auxiliary power are specified by scenario I.
All parameters have their reference values, except
the confinement multiplier, which is assumed to be
slightly optimistic (cr = 2).

t2

10

Fig. 3.26. Time dependence of the various terms in
Eq. (3.22) and Pl,, = P, + Paw + POH. The density and auxiliary power are specified by scenario
II. All parameters have their standard values.
but some of the power handling capability of the
divertor is used during the rampup, and the flattop
must be less than 3 s. (rjt w 2 s) if Eq. (3.23) is
to be satisfied. This mode of operation is demonstrated in Fig. 3.26. On the other hand, still assuming reference plasma performance, a 3-s flattop
can be retained if the flattop value of Plom is held
below 100 MW (Pi,, = 87 MW). This might be
accomplished by reducing the plasma density; this
approach is considered in Fig. 3.27.
As can be seen, the full 3-s flattop cannot
be achieved with the precise “center-of-the-errorbars” confinement and divertor performance. However, it is also clear that this point is somewhat
singular: Slightly higher confinement gives the full
flattop because the heating phase is reduced in
length; lower confinement also gives an adequate
flattop because the maximum output power is reduced, as is shown in the extreme example of Q = 5
in Fig. 3.28. The BPX device and facility are designed to accommodate a heating power upgrade
to as high as 50 MW. This is more than adequate
for present purposes in that only 26 MW of external heating would be required, for example, to
speed the rampup shown in Fig. 3.26 sufficiently
to allow the full flattop to be attained while still
satisfying Eq. (3.23).
For the simulation in Fig. 3.25, we use scenario
I (Fig. 3.24a) and cr = 2 (less than 0.4 standard
deviations above the reference value). The final op
erating point obtaindNin a iteady-state analysis15
is$ jpI,==62$;
‘po m- , (nT)/(n) = 10 keV
a
, ,& = 17 MW, and Pa, = 1.5
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Fig. 3.27. Time dependence of the various terms
in Eq. (3.22) and Plo, = P,+P,,+PoH.
The
density and auxiliary power are specified by scenario II. The peak value of Pi,, = 87 MW. All
parameters have their standard values.

Fig. 3.28. Time dependence of the various terms in
Eq. (3.22) and Pl,- = Pa + Paw + POH. The density and auxiliary power are specified by scenario I.
This is a minimum performance case with c, = 1.6,
cm = 0.2, .z,fl = 1.9, and ?ZJ$e/?&= 1.0%.

MW. It is reached at t = 11.7 s, about two seconds after the feedback circuit begins enforcing
Pl,,, I 100 MW. The rampdown (consisting of
setting Paw: = 0) starts at t = 12.9 s. In addition,
the density is ramped down to half of its maximum
value in three seconds; this is necessary in order to
hasten the PI,,- falloff. Operationally, it is planned
to move the plasma to the inner wall, where density purnpout can be hastened and the H-mode
may be quenched. If necessary, impurity injection
can be used as well. The current rampdown phase
is discussed in more detail in Chap. V.
In Fig. 3.26, we utilize scenario II (Fig. 3.24b)
and reference performance parameters. The final
state is (n,) = 2.7 x 102’ rns3, (nT)/(n) = 10
keV with Pa = 83 MW, P,.& = 15 MW, and
P ouz = 14 MW. The PI,,, = 100 MW flattop begins at t = 13.3 s; approximately one second later,
the operating point is reached. In order to satisfy
Eq. (3.23), the length of the flattop must be shortened to 1.9 s. Because Q is somewhat lower here
than in scenario 1, no reduction in density is required during the rampdown. Any density pump
out that can be provided wiII serve only to bring
down Pl,,85more quickly.
The simulation in Fig. 3.27 is virtually the same
as that in Fig. 3.26, except that the density has
been reduced to (n,) = 2.5 x 10% rns3 and the
flattop value of Plos8 has been set to 87 MW.
Other parameters describing this operating point
are (nT)/(n)
= 10 keV, Pa = 72 MW, Pfnd = 13
MW, and Paw = 13 MW; Q = 23 in this case. The

flattop and the operating point are attained
earlier in the discharge (t = 12.5 s and t = 13.7
s, respectively) than in Fig. 3.26. This is a result of the lower thermal energy of the operating
point and the extra 1 MW obtained from the lower
steady-state Paw. Because of this more rapid heating and the reduced limit on PloM, a full 3-s flattop
can be carried out without violating Eq. (3.23).
Finally, we consider a low-performance case.
Namely, we assume c, = 1.6, cm = 0.2, and
z efi = 1.9; correspondingly, we take a lower ash
concentration (n&/r& = 1.0%). The final operating point is (n,) = 1.6 x 102’ me3, (nT)/(n)
= 9.0
keV with P, = 20 MW, P& = 4.9 MW, and
P au2 = 17 MW. We arbitrarily set the maximum
value of PI,, at 40 MW, as shown in Fig. 3.28.
Because this is so far below the 100 MW that rep
resents the upper end of the BPX operating range,
the Pi,,, flattop is limited only by the plasma current pulse length.
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